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SUCH WICKED INTENT
Random House When his grieving father orders the destruction of the Dark Library, Victor retrieves a book in which he
ﬁnds the promise of not just communicating with the dead, but entering their realm, and soon he, Elizabeth, and Henry
are in the spirit world of Chateau Frankenstein, creating and growing a body.

THIS DARK ENDEAVOR
THE APPRENTICESHIP OF VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN
Simon and Schuster When his twin brother falls ill in the family's chateau in the independent republic of Geneva in the
eighteenth century, sixteen-year-old Victor Frankenstein embarks on a dangerous and uncertain quest to create the
forbidden Elixir of Life described in an ancient text in the family's secret Biblioteka Obscura.

THIS DARK ENDEAVOUR
Random House The purest intentions can stir up the darkest obsessions. In this prequel to Mary Shelley's gothic
classic, Frankenstein, 16-year-old Victor Frankenstein begins a dark journey that will change his life forever. Victor's
twin, Konrad, has fallen ill, and no doctor is able to cure him. Unwilling to give up on his brother, Victor enlists his
beautiful cousin Elizabeth and best friend Henry on a treacherous search for the ingredients to create the forbidden
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Elixir of Life. Impossible odds, dangerous alchemy and a bitter love triangle threaten their quest at every turn. Victor
knows he must not fail. But his success depends on how far he is willing to push the boundaries of nature, science, and
love - and how much he is willing to sacriﬁce.

THE NEST
David Fickling Books She was very blurry, not at all human-looking. There were huge dark eyes, and a kind of mane
made of light, and when she spoke, I couldn't see a mouth moving, but I felt her words, like a breeze against my face,
and I understood her completely. "We've come because of the baby," she said. "We've come to help." All Steve has to
do is say, "Yes." But "yes" is a powerful word. It is also a dangerous one. And once it is uttered, can it be taken back?

AIRBORN
Harper Collins Sailing toward dawn, and I was perched atop the crow's nest, being the ship's eyes. We were two nights
out of Sydney, and there'd been no weather to speak of so far. I was keeping watch on a dark stack of nimbus clouds
oﬀ to the northwest, but we were leaving it far behind, and it looked to be smooth going all the way back to Lionsgate
City. Like riding a cloud. . . . Matt Cruse is a cabin boy on the Aurora, a huge airship that sails hundreds of feet above
the ocean, ferrying wealthy passengers from city to city. It is the life Matt's always wanted; convinced he's lighter than
air, he imagines himself as buoyant as the hydrium gas that powers his ship. One night he meets a dying balloonist
who speaks of beautiful creatures drifting through the skies. It is only after Matt meets the balloonist's granddaughter
that he realizes that the man's ravings may, in fact, have been true, and that the creatures are completely real and
utterly mysterious. In a swashbuckling adventure reminiscent of Jules Verne and Robert Louis Stevenson, Kenneth
Oppel, author of the best-selling Silverwing trilogy, creates an imagined world in which the air is populated by
transcontinental voyagers, pirates, and beings never before dreamed of by the humans who sail the skies.

WICKED INTENTIONS
NUMBER 1 IN SERIES
Hachette UK A man controlled by his desires . . . Infamous for his wild, sensual needs, Lazarus Huntington, Lord Caire,
is searching for a savage killer in St. Giles, London's most notorious slum. Widowed Temperance Dews knows St. Giles
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like the back of her hand - she's spent a lifetime caring for its inhabitants at the foundling home her family
established. Now that home is at risk . . . A woman haunted by her past . . . Caire makes a simple oﬀer - in return for
Temperance's help navigating the perilous alleys of St. Giles, he will introduce her to London's high society so that she
can ﬁnd a benefactor for the home. But Temperance may not be the innocent she seems, and what begins as cold
calculation soon falls prey to a passion that neither can control - one that may well destroy them both. A bargain
neither could refuse.

FIREWING
Simon and Schuster Griﬃn, a young bat, is sucked into the "Underworld," and his father follows to rescue him.

INTENT
A.D. Justice Ace Sharp and Layne Elliott are from completely diﬀerent walks of life. Ace is a single dad, doing his best
to raise his daughter in his small hometown. Layne is a career professional, dreaming of the baby she can’t have. Their
hearts are guarded but for diﬀerent reasons. Wounded pride rules their decisions and keeps others at a distance.
Devastating betrayal haunts their thoughts, making them question if love even exists. Broken souls who refuse to give
their hearts away again. But a chance meeting changes everything. Complete opposites intent not to yield, determined
not to feel, but incapable of stopping their destiny. Then the past resurfaces with the intent to ruin everything. Is
learning to love again worth the risk? After all, a life without love isn't a life worth living.

BOUND HEARTS
SUBMISSION & SEDUCTION
Elloras Cave Pub Incorporated Submission: Ella allows James to stay the week in her new home. James. Dominating.
Sexy. Younger. James is determined Ella won't escape him. Seduction: In a bold and risky turn, Jess dares Terrie to
seduce him. Challenges her to accept her needs, to push her own boundaries.

LOITERING WITH INTENT
New Directions Publishing Where does art start or reality end? Happily loitering about London, c. 1949, with the intent
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of gathering material for her writing, Fleur Talbot ﬁnds a job “on the grubby edge of the literary world” at the very
peculiar Autobiographical Association. Mad egomaniacs writing their memoirs in advance — or poor fools ensnared by
a blackmailer? When the association’s pompous director steals Fleur’s manuscript, ﬁction begins to appropriate life.

WITCHBORN
Chicken House 1577. Queen Elizabeth I has imprisoned scheming Mary Queen of Scots, and Alyce's mother is burned at
the stake for witchcraft. Alyce ﬂees to London - but as she discovers her own dark magic, powerful forces are on her
trail. Soon she ﬁnds herself deep in a secret battle between rival queens ...

EVERY HIDDEN THING
Simon and Schuster The hunt for a dinosaur skeleton buried in the Badlands, bitter rivalries, and a forbidden romance
come together in this beautifully written new novel that’s Romeo and Juliet meets Indiana Jones. Somewhere in the
Badlands, embedded deep in centuries-buried rock and sand, lies the skeleton of a massive dinosaur, larger than
anything the late nineteenth century world has ever seen. Some legends call it the Black Beauty, with its bones as
black as ebony, but to seventeen-year-old Samuel Bolt it’s the “rex”, the king dinosaur that could put him and his
struggling, temperamental archaeologist father in the history books (and conveniently make his father forget he’s
been kicked out of school), if they can just quarry it out. But Samuel and his father aren’t the only ones after the rex.
For Rachel Cartland this ﬁnd could be her ticket to a diﬀerent life, one where her loves of science and adventure aren’t
just relegated to books and sitting rooms. Because if she can’t prove herself on this expedition with her professor
father, the only adventures she may have to look forward to are marriage or spinsterhood. As their paths cross and the
rivalry between their fathers becomes more intense, Samuel and Rachel are pushed closer together. And with both
eyeing the same prize, their budding romance seems destined to fail. But as danger looms on the other side of the
hills, causing everyone’s secrets to come to light, Samuel and Rachel are forced to make a decision. Can they join
forces to ﬁnd their quarry—and with it a new life together—or will old enmities and prejudices keep them from both the
rex and each other?

WICKED SACRIFICE
Elloras Cave Pub Incorporated Bound Hearts - Wicked Intent By Lora Leigh Control has meant everything to Tally
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Raines. Control of the oﬃce she ran as Jesse Wyman's secretary, and now control of Lucian Conover's oﬃce as well. But
Lucian isn't content to be controlled by his ﬁery secretary. As a matter of fact, Lucian thinks she needs to loosen up
and let the sexy, sensual woman hiding beneath her cool exterior free. And he will dare her to do just that...With a
little help. Bound Hearts - Sacriﬁce By Lora Leigh Book ﬁve of the Bound Hearts series. Kimberly has run from Jared for
a year now, sensing the weakness he could be to her future. But she never expected the sacriﬁce he would make for
her. One that will rock her soul, and destroy the very foundations of all her beliefs. Her sexuality, her heart, and all
she's fought for in the last six years will be tested when an assignment takes her to Jared's farm, and into his bed.
There she will learn the true meaning of hunger, of love¿as well as the deception and the lies that have governed her
life for so long. Anything worth having is worth sacriﬁcing for. Kimberly is about to ﬁnd out if she can pay the price,
and risk not only the inheritance that should be hers, but also her heart to the one man who can still the ﬁres that rage
in her soul.

THE 48 LAWS OF POWER
Proﬁle Books THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from 3,000 years of the history of power, this is
the deﬁnitive guide to help readers achieve for themselves what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger, Louis XIV and
Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never outshine the master Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends; learn
how to use enemies Law 3: Conceal your intentions Law 4: Always say less than necessary. The text is bold and
elegant, laid out in black and red throughout and replete with fables and unique word sculptures. The 48 laws are
illustrated through the tactics, triumphs and failures of great ﬁgures from the past who have wielded - or been
victimised by - power. ___________________________________ (From the Playboy interview with Jay-Z, April 2003) PLAYBOY:
Rap careers are usually over fast: one or two hits, then styles change and a new guy comes along. Why have you
endured while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say that it's from still being able to relate to people. It's natural to
lose yourself when you have success, to start surrounding yourself with fake people. In The 48 Laws of Power, it says
the worst thing you can do is build a fortress around yourself. I still got the people who grew up with me, my cousin
and my childhood friends. This guy right here (gestures to the studio manager), he's my friend, and he told me that
one of my records, Volume Three, was wack. People set higher standards for me, and I love it.
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DR. FRANKENSTEIN'S DAUGHTERS
Scholastic Inc. A new generation is creating a monster.... When Doctor Victor Frankenstein died, he left behind a
legacy of horror...as well as two unacknowledged, beautiful twin daughters. Now these girls are seventeen, and
they've come to Frankenstein's castle to claim it as their inheritance.Giselle and Ingrid are twins, but they couldn't be
more diﬀerent. Giselle is a glamorous social climber who plans on turning Frankenstein's castle into a center of high
society. Ingrid, meanwhile, is quiet and studious, drawn to the mysterious notebooks her father left behind...and the
experiments he went mad trying to perfect.As Giselle prepares for lavish parties and Ingrid ﬁnds herself falling for the
sullen, wounded naval oﬃcer next door, a sinister force begins to take hold in the castle. Nobody's safe as
Frankenstein's legacy leads to a twisted, macabre journey of romance and horror.

THE BOUNDLESS
Simon and Schuster Aboard "The Boundless," the greatest train ever built, on its maiden voyage across Canada,
teenaged Will enlists the aid of a traveling circus to save the train from villains.

MADDIGAN'S FANTASIA
Faber & Faber In a time not far from our own, a colourful group of travellers braves the twisting, unpredictable
landscape of a world trying to remake itself years after near-destruction. They are the magicians, clowns, trapeze
artists and musicians of Maddigan's Fantasia, healing the injured land with wonder and laughter. When three
mysterious children join the Fantasia - children with uncanny abilities and a secret past - they bring with them
powerful enemies who will stop at nothing to hunt them down. Soon Garland Maddigan, the 12-year-old daughter of
the Fantasia's ringmaster ﬁnds herself embroiled in a series of terrifying adventures that will take her within perilous
underground tunnels, through the land of the Witch-Finder and across time itself . . .

SOME LIKE IT WICKED
Harlequin "Rupert Stirling, Duke of Stratton, has long since acquired the nickname Devil. And with outrageous exploits
both in and out of ladies' bedchambers, my, has he earned it! Risque behavior is beyond Pandora Maybury, widowed
Duchess of Wyndwood--although with her dark secret she's far too well acquainted with being the subject of ribald
gossip for her liking. If only the Ton knew just how innocent she really was; including Rupert who, after rescuing her
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from a compromising situation, seems intent on wickedly compromising her himself!" -- P. [4] of cover.

DEAD WATER ZONE
Harper Collins It's been months since Paul has seen his younger brother, Sam. Now Sam has completely disappeared.
Why? The truth lies at the heart of Watertown, a polluted slum aﬂoat in the city's toxic harbour, where Sam has been
working as a research assistant. Paul goes there to ﬁnd his brother--and encounters people who will do anything to
stop him. Can Paul ﬁnd out the truth? Or does the dead water zone devour everyone who dares to enter it?

THE MADNESS UNDERNEATH (SHADES OF LONDON, BOOK 2)
HarperCollins UK When madness stalks the streets of London, no one is safe...

SUCH WICKED INTENT
When his grieving father orders the destruction of the Dark Library, Victor retrieves a book in which he ﬁnds the
promise of not just communicating with the dead, but entering their realm, and soon he, Elizabeth, and Henry are in
the spirit world of Chateau Frankenstein, creating and growing a body.

SERIOUSLY WICKED
A NOVEL
Tor Teen The hilarious new YA from acclaimed author Tina Connolly. Camellia's adopted mother wants Cam to grow up
to be just like her. Problem is, Mom's a seriously wicked witch. Cam's used to stopping the witch's crazy schemes for
world domination. But when the witch summons a demon, he gets loose—and into Devon, the cute new boy at school.
Suddenly Cam's got bigger problems than passing Algebra. Her friends are getting zombieﬁed. Their dragon is tired of
hiding in the RV garage. For being a shy boy-band boy, Devon is sure kissing a bunch of girls. And a phoenix hidden in
the school is going to explode on the night of the Halloween Dance. To stop the demon before he destroys Devon's
soul, Cam might have to try a spell of her own. But if she's willing to work spells like the witch...will that mean she's
wicked too? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
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WICKED SEXY
J.T. Geissinger Incorporated Connor Hughes is a bonaﬁde badass. His private security ﬁrm is renowned for its
eﬀectiveness. He's renowned for his lethal precision and iron self-control. But when the former Marine meets a
gorgeous young hacker with a mouth as smart as her brain, his control unravels in ways he never could have
predicted.Tabitha West is a genius MIT dropout with a bad attitude, an obsession with Hello Kitty, and piercings in
unmentionable places. Known in hacker circles as Polaroid due to her photographic memory, she's as secretive as she
is accustomed to working alone. So when Connor decides she's the only one who can help him catch a cyber criminal
intent on taking down one of his clients, she tells him exactly where he can stick it.But when the cyber criminal turns
out to be a dark presence from Tabby's past, Tabby and Connor are drawn into a dangerous game of cat and mouse.
They ﬁnd themselves ﬁghting not only their common enemy, but also an explosive desire that threatens to consume
them. When the stakes are this high and the game this deadly, will falling in love be the most dangerous move of all?

THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ
Hesperus Press Travel to the land of Oz with Dorothy and ﬁnd out what inspired the forthcoming ﬁlm blockbuster Oz:
The Great and Powerful

TORN
Jennifer L. Armentrout "Torn between duty and survival, nothing can be the same." Everything Ivy Morgan thought she
knew has been turned on its head. After being betrayed and then nearly killed by the Prince of the Fae, she's left
bruised and devastated-and with an earth-shattering secret that she must keep at all costs. And if the Order ﬁnds out
her secret, they'll kill her. Then there's Ren Owens, the sexy, tattooed Elite member of the Order who has been sharing
Ivy's bed and claiming her heart. Their chemistry is smoking hot, but Ivy knows that Ren has always valued his duty to
the Order above all else-he could never touch her if he knew the truth. That is, if he let her live at all. Yet how can she
live with herself if she lies to him? But as the Fae Prince begins to close in, intent on permanently opening the gates to
the Otherworld, Ivy is running out of options. If she doesn't ﬁgure out who she can trust-and fast-it's not only her heart
that will be torn apart, but civilization itself.
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LOVING LIES
Samhain Publishing, Ltd. Slade was Jessie's life, her ﬁrst love who walked away to wed another woman.Now ﬁve years
later Slade returns, and now he'll have Jessie, one way or theother.

EVERYTHING HERE IS BEAUTIFUL
A NOVEL
Penguin ‟A tender but unﬂinching portrayal of the bond between two sisters.” —Celeste Ng, New York Times
bestselling author of Little Fires Everywhere “There's not a false note to be found, and everywhere there are nuggets
to savor. Why did it have to end?” —O Magazine “A bold debut. . . Lee sensitively relays experiences of immigration
and mental illness . . . a distinct literary voice.” —Entertainment Weekly “Extraordinary . . . If you love anyone at all,
this book is going to get you.” —USA Today A dazzling novel of two sisters and their emotional journey through love,
loyalty, and heartbreak Two Chinese-American sisters—Miranda, the older, responsible one, always her younger
sister’s protector; Lucia, the headstrong, unpredictable one, whose impulses are huge and, often, life changing. When
Lucia starts hearing voices, it is Miranda who must ﬁnd a way to reach her sister. Lucia impetuously plows ahead, but
the bitter constant is that she is, in fact, mentally ill. Lucia lives life on a grand scale, until, inevitably, she crashes to
earth. Miranda leaves her own self-contained life in Switzerland to rescue her sister again—but only Lucia can decide
whether she wants to be saved. The bonds of sisterly devotion stretch across oceans—but what does it take to break
them? Everything Here Is Beautiful is, at its heart, an immigrant story, and a young woman’s quest to ﬁnd fulﬁllment
and a life unconstrained by her illness. But it’s also an unforgettable, gut-wrenching story of the sacriﬁces we make to
truly love someone—and when loyalty to one’s self must prevail over all.

SUCH WICKED INTENT
THE APPRENTICESHIP OF VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN, BOOK TWO
Simon and Schuster When his grieving father orders the destruction of the Dark Library, Victor retrieves a book in
which he ﬁnds the promise of not just communicating with the dead, but entering their realm, and soon he, Elizabeth,
and Henry are in the spirit world of Chateau Frankenstein, creating and growing a body.
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THE LOST BOYS
Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus Series The twenty-sixth book in the hugely popular Peter Decker and Rina Lazarus
series from New York Times bestselling author Faye Kellerman

WICKED LOVELY
HarperCollins UK Story of 17-year old Aislinn who can see spirits, and Summer King Keenan who wants to make her his
weapon to ﬁght Winter Queen Beira and Darkness King Irial A 21st fairy tale for teenagers.

SKYBREAKER
Harper Collins A legendary ghost ship. An incredible treasure. A death-defying adventure. Forty years ago, the airship
Hyperion vanished with untold riches in its hold. Now, accompanied by heiress Kate de Vries and a mysterious gypsy,
Matt Cruse is determined to recover the ship and its treasures. But 20,000 feet above the Earth's surface, pursued by
those who have hunted the Hyperion since its disappearance, and surrounded by deadly high-altitude life forms, Matt
and his companions soon ﬁnd themselves ﬁghting not only for the Hyperion—but for their very lives.

THE WICKED KING (THE FOLK OF THE AIR #2)
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. Second in the bestselling Folk of the Air trilogy. This novel and the sequel The Queen of
Nothing - are the winners of/won the Goodreads YA Best Fantasy in 2019 and 2020. An intoxicating and bloodthirsty
sequel to the New York Times bestselling The Cruel Prince., nominated for the CILIP CARNEGIE MEDAL 2019. 'Holly
Black is the Faerie Queen' - Victoria Aveyard I have heard that for mortals, the feeling of falling in love is very like the
feeling of fear. Jude has tricked Cardan onto the throne, binding him to her for a year and a day. But the new High King
does everything in his power to humiliate and undermine her, even as his fascination with her remains undimmed.
Meanwhile, a traitor in the court is scheming against her. Jude must ﬁght for her life and the lives of those she loves,
all while battling her own complicated feelings for Cardan. Now a year and a day seems like no time at all . . .

MARY: THE SUMMONING
Disney-Hyperion There is a right way and a wrong way to summon her. Jess had done the research. Success requires
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precision: a dark room, a mirror, a candle, salt, and four teenage girls. Each of them--Jess, Shauna, Kitty, and Anna-must link hands, follow the rules . . . and never let go. A thrilling fear spins around the room the ﬁrst time Jess calls
her name: "Bloody Mary. Bloody Mary. BLOODY MARY." A ripple of terror follows when a shadowy silhouette emerges
through the fog, a specter trapped behind the mirror. Once is not enough, though--at least not for Jess. Mary is called
again. And again. But when their summoning circle is broken, Bloody Mary slips through the glass with a taste for
revenge on her lips. As the girls struggle to escape Mary's wrath, loyalties are questioned, friendships are torn apart,
and lives are forever altered. A haunting trail of clues leads Shauna on a desperate search to uncover the legacy of
Mary Worth. What she ﬁnds will change everything, but will it be enough to stop Mary--and Jess--before it's too late?

WICKED LITTLE SECRETS
Sourcebooks, Inc. "With Wicked Little Secrets' intriguing plot, quirky characters, witty escapades and heartfelt
dialogue, Ives has created a read that's as thought-provoking as it is romantic."—RT Book Reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars Vivienne
Taylor strives to be the embodiment of her wealthy ﬁancé's rigid ideal of a virtuous lady. But being good isn't easy
when a blackmailer threatens to destroy her reputation—and the only person who can help is the deliciously wicked
Lord Dashiell. Vivacious Vivienne has ﬁnally won her family's approval by getting engaged to the wealthy and upright
John Vandergrift. But when threatened by a vicious blackmail scheme, it is to her childhood friend that Vivienne turns;
the deliciously wicked Viscount Dashiell. Lord Dashiell promised himself long ago that his friendship with Vivienne
would be the one relationship with a woman that he wouldn't ruin. He agrees to help her just to keep the little hothead
safe, but soon ﬁnds that Vivienne has grown up to be very, very dangerous to all of Dash's best intentions. Wicked
Little Secrets Series: Wicked Little Secrets (Book 1) Wicked, My Love (Book 2) How to Impress a Marquess (Book 3)
Praise for Rakes and Radishes: "Once in a while, I read a book that's so emotive that I ﬁnd myself thinking about it long
after I have put it down and Rakes and Radishes, with its theme of love and forgiveness, is such a book."—The
Romance Reviews, Best Book of 2010 Nominee "I thoroughly enjoyed this story."—Night Owl Reviews, 4 1⁄2 stars,
Review Top Pick!

DEVIL'S CURE
Harper Collins Convicted murderer David Haines sits on death row. Meanwhile, researcher Dr. Laura Donaldson
discovers that Haines’s blood may hold the cure to cancer. When she unwittingly helps Haines escape, she and FBI
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agent Kevin Sheldrake embark on a terrifying manhunt. It is imperative that Haines be brought back alive—but he’d
sooner kill himself than oﬀer his blood to medical science.

MY SWORDHAND IS SINGING
Hachette UK An original interpretation of the timelessly fascinating vampire myth, and a story of father and son, by
award-winning author Marcus Sedgwick. Winner of the Booktrust Teenage Prize and shortlisted for the Carnegie
Medal. In the bitter cold of an unrelenting winter, Tomas and his son, Peter, arrive in Chust. Despite the villagers' lack
of hospitality, they settle there as woodcutters. But there are many things Peter does not understand. Why does
Tomas dig a channel of fast-ﬂowing waters around their hut so they live on an isolated island? Why does Tomas carry a
long battered box everywhere they go - and refuse to tell Peter of its contents? When a band of gypsies comes to the
village, Peter's drab existence is turned upside down. He is infatuated by the beautiful gypsy princess, Soﬁa, and
intoxicated by her community's love of life. He even becomes drawn into their deadly quest - for these travellers are
Vampire Slayers, and Chust is a community to which the dead return to wreak revenge on the living. Stylishly written
and set in the forbidding and remote landscapes of the 17th century, this is a story of a father and his son, of loss,
redemption and resolution.

WICKED
LIFE AND TIMES OF THE WICKED WITCH OF THE WEST
Harper Collins This is the book that started it all! The basis for the smash hit Tony Award-winning Broadway musical,
Gregory Maguire's breathtaking New York Times bestseller Wicked views the land of Oz, its inhabitants, its Wizard, and
the Emerald City, through a darker and greener (not rosier) lens. Brilliantly inventive, Wicked oﬀers us a radical new
evaluation of one of the most feared and hated characters in all of literature: the much maligned Wicked Witch of the
West who, as Maguire tells us, wasn’t nearly as Wicked as we imagined.

ZUCKED: WAKING UP TO THE FACEBOOK CATASTROPHE
HarperCollins This is the dramatic story of how a noted tech venture capitalist, an early mentor to Mark Zuckerberg
and investor in his company, woke up to the serious damage Facebook was doing to our society and set out to try to
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stop it.

THE MORROW SECRETS
Morrow Secrets Talitha Mouldson's family have buried their secrets for decades but now it's time for the truth to come
out.

WICKED INTENTIONS
In the Caribbean for his best friend's wedding, ex special-ops oﬃcer Ryan McLean meets a beautiful woman in the
hotel bar. Their connection is immediate and intense, and they spend a passionate night together with pleasure as
their only goal.But when Ryan wakes the following morning to discover the beautiful woman vanished--along with
millions worth of jewels from the safe of the Saudi prince staying next door--he realizes he was duped. He becomes
determined to ﬁnd the mystery woman and bring her to justice...if only he could forget how explosive their chemistry
was.A notorious thief known as the Dragonﬂy, Mariana has only more more job to do until she can retire, but the sexyas-hell Marine she spent one sultry tropical night with is hot on her heels at every turn. She has to outwit him to stay
out of jail, but ﬁghting their magnetic attraction soon becomes a game neither one of them can resist.When Mariana's
last job goes dangerously wrong and she needs Ryan's help to survive, he has to decide if their game of cat and mouse
is only a game, or if he can trust this beautiful thief with something no woman has ever stolen: his heart.
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